
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Emerging author Verlain R Todd published a collection of faith based, dramatic flash fiction 

stories titled Life Interrupted at Smashwords.com 

 

Now Available for Review 

 

TEMPLE, Georgia/US - April 30, 2017 - Verlain Todd's Life Interrupted is a five-story 

collection that illustrates the different struggles and situations of life. Life throws us some mean 

hardballs and everyone handles these situations differently. Each character has an obstacle to 

overcome and not all of them win in the end. The collection was inspired by emotional personal 

experiences of her own life into a creative format. This book can be purchased on 

Smashwords.com for $1.99. 

 

 

"No Rest for the Living" explores the mind of Peter, a young man who went off to pursue his 

career but stayed away too long. He learns that his only living parent is not doing so well and he 

is full of regret as he returns home.  

In "Visitation Day," young Marisa is nervous and anxious that she has to sit through another 

visitation hour with her father, who has been everything but a true father figure to her.  

"We'll Be in Touch" is a whirlwind of fear, anxiety, and blackmail as Cindy is forced to 

participate in a weird blind date. The restaurant is nothing fancy and her date is a catch, but they 

will definitely not be meeting each other's parents.  

In the exciting "Macy Face," Macy is running for her life from a crazy ex who won't take no for 

an answer. She finds herself in a life-threatening situation when he finally catches up with her.  

The final story "Claire and Sweet Sherry," follows Claire who must decide if she is strong 

enough to stand up to her cheating husband. She will have to choose how to find the dignity and 

closing she deserves in a fancy hotel room.  

 

Verlain R Todd is short story author, playwright, screenwriter, scriptwriter, and novelist who 

takes great pleasure in inspiring and motivating others with her Christian/faith-based stories. She 

is earning a BFA in Creative Writing at Full Sail University and has a forthcoming flash-fiction 

piece to be published in The Story Shack in April of 2017. 

 

Smashwords.com is the largest indie e-books distributor in the world that allows authors and 

publishers the right to remain in complete control over their work.  

 

Connect with The Author: 

Verlain R Todd 

vharristodd@gmail.com 

Check out her blog at: 
https://brokenvessell.wordpress.com. 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/verlain-todd-600695138/  
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